Major League debut for Szczur
LCMR graduate enters as pinch-runner for Chicago Cubs

By CARRIE MUSKAT
MLB.com
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Shallow harbor threatens economy, but dredging on agenda

By BART MUSKAT
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State board OKs Lower’s public works, MUA merger

Township Council approval still needed to move ahead

By BART MUSKAT
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Lenox Nation signs Treaty of Renewed Friendship

By BART MUSKAT
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Cutter Vigorous arrives at new homeport in Va.
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BONY LUNES BAKERY

OPEN DAILY FOR LUNCH, DINNER & LATE NIGHT

Serving Lunch & Dinner from 11:30am

Organic Beef & Chicken • Best Gluten Free Menu • Thin Crust Brick Oven Pizza

Lucky 13 $13 SPECIALS ALL DAY til 5pm

Coldest Beer in Cape May on Tap

Now Offering a Complete Gluten-Free Menu From Appetizers to Desserts